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Abstract: Optical fibre sensors have a number
of advantages compared to sensors of more
conventional types. The use of optical fibres
permit galvanic isolation of the patient,
important from safety point of view. Tiny
fibres can be introduced into tissue with very
little trauma and remote measurement sites i n
the cardiovascular system and in the gastrointestinal channel can be reached via tight
conductors. Optical fibres do not corrode i f
implanted for longer periods in the human
body. Electromagnetic interference immunity
is another important advantage. Future sensors
of this type can replace todayts mercury based
sensors in health care and also make an
increasing number of primary care/home health
care applications possible.

FIBRE OPTICS

The transmission of light through optical fibres
follows the laws of refraction and reflection. Light beams

from light

sources ure following Snell's law when
entering and passing the fibre, t?l sin ar = nzsina2 ,
where n1 is the optical index of the cladding layer and n2
that of the core material.
The angles CU1 and A2are the angles to the normal of the

refracting surface. The ray is reflected in the cladding layer
with the lower index n1 (q<nZ). The light beam is
"trapped" within the fibre and repeatedly bounces off the
wall until it reaches the terminal end of the fibre.
Oddhg layer

n1

tore

n2

INTRODUCTION
The major application for optical fibres is within the
field of telecommunication. Large data volumes can be
tansferred via optical fibres over long distances in short
times. But optical fibres can also be used for sensing
purposes which is especially interesting in medical
diagnosis"

Fibre optic medical sensors have been developed by
industries and university laboratories since the middle of
the 1970s. Early examples focused on pH- measurements
as well as temperature measurements. The first sensors
were of the extrinsic type, which means that the optical
fibres act as light conductors from the light source to the
sensing device, and from this unit to the photodetector

without actively taking part

in the sensing process.

Typical examples are the temperature sensors designed by
Wickersheim and Alves [] and Ovrdn et al. [2f, who were

using the optical-thermal properties of fluorescence
quenching and photoluminescence of a GaAs crystal as

Figure 1 Ray tracing model of an optical fibre

Figure 1 illustrates the ray trajectories entering an
optical fibre with the core index n2 and cladding layer
index n1. Light transmission along optical fibres can

also be

as electomagnetic modes being
Maxwell's equations in cylindrical comultimode fibre can support several

described

of
ordinates. A
solutions

thousand modes.

FIBRE OPTIC SENSORS
SENSOR

TYPE

Endoscopes

imaging

for

sensing mechanisms.
In intrinsic sensors the fibre itself is used for the
sensing process. Typical examples of intrinsic sensing
are the evanescent mode devices in which the optical

Temperahne
sensors

environment is monitored very close to the core [3, 4].
Microbending type sensors also belong to the intrinsic

Pressure

group. In this type of sensors the optical fibre is bent
harmonically and the optical losses associated with it is
Flow

measured.[s,6]

The aim

of this tutorial is to review the

sensors

sensors

most

important optical fibre sensor principles that have been
used for medical diagnosis and to outline some possible

Chemical

sensors

APPLICATION
-Gastroscopy
-Bronchoscopy
-Cystoscopy
-Rectoscopy
-Hyperthermia treatment
-Thermodil. flow measurement
-Laser tissue ablation monitoring
-Cardiovascular
-Infracranial
-Urodynamics
-Laser Doppler Flowmetry
-Urodynamics

-Occlusion plethysmography
-Blood sas analvsis

future development trends.

Table 1. Optical fibre sensor types
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ENDOSCOPES FOR

rMAcrNc [7]

FLOW SENSORS t16l

Endoscope principles were suggested in the early
1800s. The major break through was made in the 1950s
when optical fibres first were used in endoscope design.
Single fibres with the diameter of 50-100 pm are arranged
in fibre bundles in which the individual fibres carefully are
positioned with respect to each other in both ends of the
fibre. Bundles that can transmit both light and images are
referred to as coherent endoscopes. Complex lenses ard

mirror iurangements are necessary in both ends. A number
of subspecialisations exist for various diagnostic needs:
Arthroscopy, cystoscopy, laparoscopy, bronchoscopy ard
gastroscopy are names of the specialised applications. In

This application is dominated by

laser-Doppler

flowmetry in which Doppler shift of laser light is used to
measure the speed and number of erythrocytes in the tissue
volume under study. The principle have been used both for

tissue blood flow studies and for intravasal flow
monitoring. Riva et al [17] first applied the principle on
retinal vessels. Holloway and Watkins [18] designed the
first instrument and Nilsson et al. t19l improved the
signal -to-noise ratio. Several commercial instrument
types for use mainly in medical research applications are
marketed today.

addition to imaging, the endoscope can be used for
introducing assisting catheters to the site under

CHEMTCAL SENSORS t22l

investigations such as coagulation devices, physiological

The medical application of fibre optic sensors is
dominated by the poz, pCO2 and pH sensors. Li.ibbers
and Opitz [20] originated the development of "optodes"
which was an extrinsic type of sensor for ions and gases.
pH sensing with optical fibres was initiated 1976 by

sensors and biopsy equipment.

TEMPERATURE SENSORS t8]

Optical fibre thermometers are especially suited to
monitor temperafure in treatment where electromagnetic
(EM) waves are used for heating purposes, because of the
EM noise immunity of optical fibres. A number of
different principles have been suggested: The Luxtron

in which emission from a rare-earth phosphor
mixture depends on what temperature is used. Christensen

Peterson and Goldstein [21]who used microbeads and an

indicator for

pH

sensing. The field

is

reviewed

in

the

excellent presentation by Wolfbeis [22].
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